
           Testimonials for Harvey Bennett 
 

“I have always been impressed with Harvey’s energy, passion, creativity and positive, can-

do approach. He brings a unique ability to explain the impact that specific public policy has 

on both Florida’s economy as well as to the individual executives and their corporations 

potentially being impacted.  In addition, he has a proven skill in developing executive 

relationships that are both meaningful and productive across multiple industries and the 

press.”  – Steve Evans, former IBM State Executive for Florida 

 

“A respected person, known for his good work.” – Mary Lou Rajchel, President & CEO (ret), 

Florida Trucking Association 

 

“Harvey created systems and executed strategies that improved our publications in 

content, presentation, and reach; brought TaxWatch more exposure and play in the news 

media; reinforced value to existing members; attracted new members; and identified 

opportunities to gain more contracted research and foundation grants.”  – Dominic M. 

Calabro, President and CEO, Florida TaxWatch 

 

“Harvey brings strong personal presentation and communication skills.  He knows how to 

take an idea and pitch it as a news story, how to provide the support to get it published/on 

air, and how to work with media and others toward constructive results, especially with 

complex issues.  An exceptionally honest and direct person, Harvey is unafraid to give 

candid counsel and do what it takes to get the job done.”  – Alia Faraj-Johnson, Senior Vice 

President, Hill+Knowlton Strategies 

 

“As a spokesperson, Mr. Bennett has shown a balanced perspective in understanding the 

many challenges of government and the frustrations of its community. He understands the 

complexities of these community challenges and has the ability to communicate the 

common thread that we all share in finding solutions.”  – Stephen Long, Sarasota Real 

Estate Developer 

 

"For two decades, I have watched Harvey Bennett's career with admiration for his skills, 

sensitivity and superior professionalism.  Harvey is an idea man with a heart.  He is a 

perceptive listener who understands the value of respecting audiences for their power and 

potential.  Whenever I have the need to receive expert counsel on a matter requiring a 

perceptive point of view, Harvey is the person I call." – Jack Levine, Founder, 4Generations 

Institute 


